Distinct Tradition. In a world where change seems to be the only constant, it’s reassuring to know that some proven traditions carry on.

Case in point: the 1987 Dodge Diplomat.

Its venerable V-8 engine and rear-wheel drive configuration preserve time-honored driving values: durability, reliability, steady performance, and a smooth ride.

What is more, years of engineering refinement have elevated Diplomat’s renowned level of quality—so much so that Chrysler Motors backs Diplomat’s high level of workmanship for five years or 50,000 miles (see back cover for details).

If your preferences tend toward traditional expressions of engineering, design, and value for the money, look closely at the lasting virtues of the 1987 Dodge Diplomat.
The Classics Never Go Out of Style. Classic automotive design and engineering—like classic art or literature—endure. Thus, Diplomat has stood the test of time.

The most obvious clues to Diplomat's enduring qualities are its optional wire wheel covers (SE model only), whitewall tires, tasteful chrome accents, and woodtone trim on the inside.

But it is the durability of a car's power train that truly enables it to stand the test of time.

In Diplomat's case a silent V-8 engine and rear-wheel drive configuration have delivered complete competency to owners for nearly a decade.

Drive Diplomat and you drive a classic. (Diplomat SE, shown in Nightwatch Blue.)

About this catalog. Since the time of printing, some of the information you'll find in this catalog may have been updated. Ask your dealer for details.

Some of the equipment shown or described throughout this catalog is available at extra cost.
The generous shoulder, head, and leg room within this full-size, six-passenger automobile makes Diplomat roomy, comfortable, and most hospitable.

Once settled into Diplomat's soft cloth 60/40 seats, one experiences the sensation of pillow support to the back and thighs. Yet Diplomat does not sacrifice ergonomic considerations. For example, instruments are arranged so that they are large and positioned for easy reading.

Beyond question, the Diplomat's luxurious interior and functionality belying its name is Diplomat. (Diplomat SE shown in Blue.)

Wider, Popular and SE Luxury Equipment Discount Packages available with substantial savings. See back cover for details.

Interior Ambience. Inside, Diplomat seems as spacious as a living room—and probably as comfortable—with ample room in every dimension.

DIPLOMAT STANDARD AND OPTIONAL FEATURES

DIPLOMAT SE'Ssoft cloth 60/40 seats offer ample room in every dimension. The generously proportioned, head, and leg room within this full-size, six-passenger automobile makes Diplomat roomy, comfortable, and most hospitable. Once settled into Diplomat's soft cloth 60/40 seats, one experiences the sensation of pillow support to the back and thighs. Yet Diplomat does not sacrifice ergonomic considerations. For example, instruments are arranged so that they are large and positioned for easy reading.

Beyond question, the Diplomat's luxurious interior and functionality belying its name is Diplomat. (Diplomat SE shown in Blue.)

Wider, Popular and SE Luxury Equipment Discount Packages available with substantial savings. See back cover for details.

INTERIOR TRIM

All products and specifications are based on authorized Chrysler Motors. Although individual products may differ, they are designed to maintain the standards of performance.